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One of those days
I am one of those guys who people have been called a nerd for centuries but
one of those days that always happens in comics happened to me. I did not
become a superhero or super villain, I became a God and no it was not that I
got unlimited power and such things, I just became the god of entire spices
of aliens. So what did I do? Well you see as a nerd I always loved space and
for some reason the moon is very close to my heart, maybe because my
father died trying to reach it and my mom died right after my birth doing a full
moon in November. Sorry for the side spring but really want to let you know
anything about me before I will tell you what happened. What I did was just
what I did normally watching the moon thought my telescope but this day
the moon had changed as a big black pyramid had appeared on the moon
surface near the place Neil and Buzz had landed many years before. Before I
could say something a beam appeared from the pyramid and I suddenly
became blind for minutes while also feeling the temperature raise around me.
I do not remember how long I was blind but a soft voice in a language, I did
not understand, said something and my blindness was gone. I was about to
scream when I watched where the voice came from as it was scary and easy

looking on the same time. The thing tried to say something again but I shock
my head as I still did not understand the words but in the end the thing gave
me a little round object and pointed at my ear. I doubted the thing for a
moment but decide to follow the command and the round object turned into
one of those headset you wear when playing games. The thing said
something again. "Welcome to Trycasin, stranger... we have expected you for
many years" at first I was like this is just a dream so I pinched myself but
surely enough I was awake and when I looked around I noticed that I was no
longer on earth or for that matter the moon but inside a pyramid like the
other. I asked the thing why they had expected me when I was just a simple
man from earth and there were millions of people who was better than me.
The stranger smiled at me and replied "I may not know you and you may not
speak or understand our language yet, but your father is here and he is
waiting for you" The part of my father gave me a set and I was almost
speechless and the stranger smiled and continued "Did you really think your
father died in attempt to reach the moon, no he was trying to get help from
our army" I was still speechless as my father was just a simple man like me
except he had the chance to fly to the moon as an astronaut. But... But... I
managed to say before suddenly my father stood right in front of me and
took over the speaking for me "Welcome home, son... You cannot believe
how much I have missed you and how much I need you" I hugged my father
and tears started to fall to the ground before I finally managed to say
something I missed you too father, but what do you need me for. and only
seconds after my words had left my mouth my father started talking about a
lot things about a war between us and the humans before ended it all with
"You are the key to the pyramid" and suddenly we was on the moon, near
the pyramid which had sent me to Trycasin in the first place. I looked around
and noticed the landing module from Apollo 11 was still standing like it had
done since the landing. "We need to destroy the world now and I want you to
join me as God of the new world we will create in its place" my father said. I
felt weird about destroying our 'home' but knew I could not fail my father so I
walked with him into the pyramid and the electronics around us turned on for
each step closer I got to the center before we came to the main controls.
"Place your hand on the panel there, and let us reset planet earth so it is
once more can be a place of peace and harmony." I did not even think and
place my hand there but instead firing I became blind once more and felt the

heat from as when I was traveling the first time. I heard my father scream and
I regained sight just to see him being crushed by a computer. I wanted to
help him but a voice inside me told me to stop and I fainted.
Guess that was enough of my back story as I am now reawaken and I am no
longer the simple nerd from before but full of all the energy from the weapon
that killed my father and maybe saved the human world. I can use the energy
as I pleases so let the future tell if I was a good or an evil God.

